Boeing Quality Management System (BQMS) Requirements
Appendix A and Addendum 2

During performance of this order, Seller is required to maintain a Quality System in compliance with the Boeing Document D6-82479, “Boeing Quality Management System (BQMS) Requirements for Suppliers” and Appendix A and Addendum 2 to such documents as each may be amended from time to time. Such Document, Appendix and Addendum are incorporated herein and made a part hereof by this reference. Boeing reserves the right to conduct surveillance at Seller’s facility to determine that Seller’s Quality System meets the requirements as set forth herein. A copy of Boeing Document D6-82479, BQMS Requirements for Suppliers, including all appendices and addenda can be obtained at the following URL address:

http://www.boeing.com/companyoffices/doingbiz/supplier/